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Monday morning, five people fight their way through commuter traffic
to the subway station on their way to work. Each person needed to get
to a different part of the city for work. Each used a different subway line,
conveniently labeled by color, and each line left at a different time. Using
the clues and the grid below, determine each person's full name, their
profession, which subway line each took, and when each line left (they left in fifteen
minute intervals).
1. The lawyer and the person who used the red line were the last to depart. The
accountant, who used the yellow line, departed fifteen minutes after Mr. Wilson.
2. Martha, who wasn't the technician, used the blue line, which left fifteen minutes before
the subway line that Mr. Swift used.
3. Ms. Patch and the person who used the orange line, were the first and the last, not
necessarily respectively, to depart. The person who used the green line left fifteen
minutes before the secretary.
4. Patti Toft departed fifteen minutes after Tim.
5. The first subway line departed at 7:00am. The person who took the green line left at
7:45, which left fifteen minutes before the last line departed.
6. Mrs. Mayfair departed before Sue, who was not the lawyer, but after Tim, who wasn't
the nurse. Jack was not Mr. Wilson.
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Jack
Martha
Patti
Sue
Tim
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00
blue line
green line
orange line
red line
yellow line
Accountant
Lawyer
Nurse
Secretary
Technician
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